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Century Markers
CENTURY LAUNDRY MARKER
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Caution:
Do not fold the tube back & forth to avoid leakage and breakage.
Harmful if swallowed or intentional inhalation.
Avoid contact with eyes. Keep away from open lame.
Please test before use.
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Packaging Information

F Directs of Use:

Remove Cap
Simply press the lexible rubber ball located at the bottom 4-5 times for
cold start.
Once ink starts to low, you can start writing. When the ink low reduces,
gently press the rubber ball 2-3 times to start again.
Do not press the rubber bulb when not in use. Put cap back on when
inish using.
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Advantages
Our Century's laundry marker is permanent & waterproof & washproof.
It is made of a hard aluminum tube & has a unique needle-point tip and the
dense ink which is light resistant & opaque.
Write sharp, de ined & bright marks on any fabric. Perfect for marking on all
types of fabrics including cotton, polyester, denim, synthetic, wool etc.
Easy to use and fully automatic.
Mark at all angles, even upside down
Stays permanent through repeated washing, dry cleaning and bleaching
processes
Conventional laundry markers fade away with few washes however due to
our proprietary ink formulation, our marker remains permanent even after
repeated washes.
Ideal for marking on Uniforms, Undergarments, Bedsheets, Covers, Socks,
Pants, T-shirts, Shirts, Towels, Napkins, large families, hospitals, hostels &
hotel industry.
30 ml ink content (5-6 times more than conventional fabric markers)
It is recommended that the Century Laundry marker is used on fabric only
and beware that some ink may spread when used on synthetic fabrics

F Tip Sizes Available

Plastic Tip: Writes 1.5 mm wide

Century’s Laundry
Marker

Century's Laundry Marker

30 Ml Ink
Content

Century's Laundry Marker single pc

40 Grams

Century's Laundry Marker 10 pc Pack 450 Grams
(Plastic box)
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Physical Properties:
Appearance
Odour
Flash Point (°C)
Boiling Range (°C)
Speci ic Gravity
VOC (% by weight)
Drying Time (full dry)
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Thick coloured paste
Characteristic strong odour
-4.5°C
77 - 112
1.00 ± 0.05
Max. 58
Max. 5 Minutes

Colors Available:
YELLOW RED ORANGE BLACK BLUE GREEN WHITE VIOLET
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Note: Colors violet is make to order

16 X 10
X 4.5

